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Elbert’s Sunda expedition 1909/10, Buton Island (green colored),
expedition route (red line), Celebes=Sulawesi
5

Hendeya

∼ 10 km

.

Introduction
Over 100 years ago, in 1911, the geologist and geographer Dr. Johannes
Elbert was the first to report on the ″most interesting, magnificent grave
markers″, which he discovered during his Sunda-expedition when he
crossed the southern part of Buton Island, today part of Sulawesi, from
Pasarwajo to Bau-Bau in 1909 (around 30 km as the crow flies). The
wooden poles, up to 2 m tall and carved from ironwood, with a dwelling
or boat on top, were called ″maïàsa, maïèsa or maïnjàsa″ (Elbert 1911)
and located in the districts of Laporo and Tonanbulu (or Todongbulu).
The poles were anchored in the graves, which consisted of 1.0-1.5-m
tall accumulations of blocks of coral rock. Today, two of these sculptures
with boats on top, collected by Elbert, are in the collection of the
Weltkulturen Museum, Frankfurt (Cipolletti 1989). In 1925, Hendrik H.
Juynboll, former director of the Museum Volkenkunde, Leiden (NL),
mentioned a wooden grave marker with boat on top, which was given to
the museum in 1916 by the former Royal Batavian Society of Arts and
Sciences. The next reference did not appear until 60 years later. In 1981,
Johan W. Schoorl, professor of social anthropology at the VU University
of Amsterdam, during his fieldwork on Buton in 1981 on reincarnation
South of Buton Island with Elbert’s expedition routes (red lines),
region of Mayasa grave posts according to Elbert (yellow colored),
Konkionkea=Kongkeongkea, Passerwadjo=Pasarwajo, Baoe-Baoe=Bau-Bau
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beliefs, discovered in a village called Hendeya ″wooden graveside poles
decorated with wood carvings″, which he called ″Mayasa″ (Schoorl 1985).
Again around ten years later, based on Elbert’s work, Dr. Volker
Schneider was commissioned by the Museum für Völkerkunde, Dresden
(Germany) to explore the Mayasa sculptures on Buton Island. Starting
from Pasarwajo, he combed through the villages of the highlands and
found Kombeli and Limbo, the villages where Elbert had found the
Mayasa sculptures with boats. However, the forest where the graves
were located had been burnt down in the 70s according to local
informants – together with all the Mayasa on the graves at that time. He
also found the village of Hendeya with some remaining graves in the
nearby forests and was able to retrieve the last Mayasa for the Dresden
Museum before they were destroyed by slash-and-burn. According to
Schneider, ″Mayasa″ means ″grave pole″ or ″gravestone″ in the language
of the local Laporo people and the Mayasa with boat were called
″Mayasa banka″. Today, further sculptures are in the collections of the
Royal Tropical Institute, Amsterdam (Gortzak et al. 1987), Haus der
Völker, Schwaz (Austria) and National Museum of Indonesia, Jakarta
(Haryati 1993). Independent and original information on Mayasa is
provided by Elbert, Schoorl and Schneider – all other sources refer to the
first two researchers (Schneider did not publish anything).
Ancestor house and Mayasa in Kongkeongkea (top) / Mayasa with boats in
Kombeli (bottom), 1910 (the Mayasa with boat on the left was brought to the
Weltkulturen Museum Frankfurt, see page 33)
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Composition and types of Mayasa
On each grave, two Mayasa sculptures were placed, one at the head and
one at the foot. In many cases, the two poles were similar in structure,
size and level of detail. However, often the pole at the foot was
undecorated and shorter, exhibiting only some notches. Ornate Mayasa
for men and women were different in the more southern villages
(Kombeli, Limbo, Wakahau, Kampong Boegi), the latter being more
″organic″ looking without head-like superstructure or boat. For men,
boats were placed on the top. Carved with seamen, they represent
Butonesian sailors with several decks at the rear. According to Elbert, the
boat indicates that the deceased was a seaman. In the northern villages
(Hendeya, Kongkeongkea) the boat is replaced by a head-like
multilayered superstructure, resulting in an anthropomorphic aspect of
the pole. Mayasa for men and women don’t seem to differ.
The ″body″ of the poles consists of a traditional pile-dwelling with a
ladder to enter the raised floor. The load-bearing beams of the raised
floor are reinforced in the angles by diagonal elements as is done in real
timber structures.

Region of Hendeya, 1992:
gardens in the front, which cover a former Mayasa cemetery; graves with
Mayasa were still located in the forested flanks in the background
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A similar angle reinforcement is apparent in the middle layer of the
head-like superstructures, which could therefore be interpreted as
stylized dwellings (also compare similar construction details on page 25).
The pile-dwelling (of the ″body″) is inhabited by spirits (the souls of the
deceased) and animals which serve as mounts for the spirits on their way
to heaven. Both are carved in low relief – the spirits are shown climbing
the ladder or in wall recesses and in the entrance. The piles, however, are
detached from the pole core and permit diagonal views through this
layer. The carving on opposed pole sides is the same, once showing
ladder and entrance and once an animal below the house (according to
Schneider, the animal represents a horse). Below the pile-dwelling, a
gong (″mbololo″) is carved on all four pole sides, which is struck when
the spirits enter heaven (″batula″). The spirits have to be dressed in
white, the clothing of the dead, if they are approaching God (″kawasana
ompu″). This may explain why the Mayasa in Hendeya were painted
white. In some of the Mayasa in the museums (Amsterdam, Leiden,
Jakarta) parts of the relief are black colored; however, they look like
″new″ and do not appear to have ever been on graves, although
acquired as long ago as 1902-1931. Furthermore, the head-like
superstructure of some of them (in Amsterdam and Jakarta) is composed
of four small houses on a multilayered platform – Mayasa of this type are
nowhere displayed on field photos and have not been seen on graves by
Schneider and Schoorl. These poles seem rather to have been carved to
be directly exhibited in museums.
Mayasa in Hendeya, 1992: two Mayasa per grave
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Cosmology and spiritual background
The previous paragraph summarized the information collected by Elbert
(1911) and Schoorl (1985), which is more or less consistent but rather
limited and not really analyzed from the point of view of the cosmology
and beliefs of the population. The region where Mayasa were found is
populated by the Laporo, a subgroup of the Cia-Cia people. Around the
15th century, immigrants from Johore, Malaysia, established the kingdom
of Buton. In the 16th century, conversion to Islam started and a sultanate
was formed, which remained independent until 1960 when the Republic
of Indonesia was founded. Today, the Cia-Cia are Muslim, but the belief
in various supernatural beings, in particular ancestral spirits, is still
present in village life.
The very basic conception of cosmology and animistic beliefs is more
or less similar throughout the peoples of Indonesia (Stöhr and
Zoetmulder 1965, Skinner 1924). The existence of two types of souls is
claimed, which can be described by the notions of the ″soul of life″ and
the ″soul of death″. The former is linked to life and circulates – it
originates from God and returns after death to God and returns in the
body of another human being. The ″soul of death″, sometimes even split
into two parts, rises after death on a soul boat from the middleworld
(where people live) to the upperworld (heaven) where it transforms into
an ancestral spirit (Schwartzberg 1994).
Mayasa in Hendeya, 1992: two graves, one with two Mayasa
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The ancestors are then worshiped in small ancestor houses erected next
to the pile-dwellings or graves (Elbert 1911, see page 9). Reincarnation
beliefs are also reported by Schoorl (1985). In Hendeya, it is believed that
two kinds of ancestral spirits exist: the spirits known as ″arwah kasar″
remain attached to the corporeal part of the deceased in the grave,
while the ″arwah halus″ spirits rise to heaven and return after some time
in another body. Furthermore, the three-part cosmology of under-,
middle- and upperworld is also symbolized in the structure of the piledwellings by (in the same order) the substructure, main structure (above
the raised floor) and superstructure (roof), as described by Sato (1991).

Conception and function of Mayasa
This spiritual background permits further analysis of the conception and
function of the Mayasa sculptures. First of all, the concept of two souls,
either ″soul of life″ and ″soul of dead″ or ″arwah kasar″ and ″arwah
halus″, may explain the presence of two Mayasa on one grave.

Mayasa in Hendeya, 1981: two Mayasa per grave (top),
Mayasa with ‘’turned head’’, body white painted (bottom-right)
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Furthermore, the structure of the Mayasa seems to correspond to the
three-part cosmology: the underworld (lower pole part anchored in the
grave up to the substructure of the pile-dwelling), middleworld (middle
part of the inhabited pile-dwelling) and upperworld (roof of the piledwelling and head-like superstructure). The boat on top of the other
type of Mayasa may not be linked to the profession of the deceased (as
stated by Elbert) but may represent a soul boat which guides the ″soul of
death″ or ″arwah halus″ to the upperworld. More specifically, in the case
of the three-part structured/ornate and smaller structureless/undecorated Mayasa on the same grave, the former, placed at the head, may be
inhabited by the soul, which rises to the upperworld, while the soul that
remains connected to the grave inhabits the smaller pole at the foot.

Mayasa in Hendeya, 1992:
top-right: ornate and undecorated, smaller Mayasa on one grave
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Conclusions
To conclude, the Mayasa sculptures of Buton Island may be seen as
representations of the complex cosmology and animistic beliefs of the
local Laporo population. The successful integration of all the numerous
corresponding aspects and relationships into the design and expression
of one sculpture is remarkable. The merging of the two three-part
cosmology representations, expressed on the global structural level of
the pole and the level of the pile-dwelling, can only be described as
unique and extraordinary. The Mayasa are thus not poles simply
decorated with carvings in the planes of the four faces, but real spatial
representations of inhabited pile-dwellings. Furthermore, the resulting
formal three-part representation approaches the Mayasa sculptures to
anthropomorphic statues – expressing head, body and legs – which
persuade by their aesthetic and artistic quality. One can only deeply
regret that this culture and tradition have now disappeared.

Pile dwelling and grave in Wasuemba, grave with temporary short
and long undecorated post, 1910 (top),
pile dwellings in Rongi, 1981 (middle),
and Hendeya, 1992 (bottom)
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Correspondence of real and carved pile dwelling entrance with ladder
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Overview Museums

Name

Location

No. of Mayasa
w/o boat

with boat

National Museum

Jakarta,
Indonesia

3

1

Museum für
Völkerkunde

Dresden,
Germany

9

1

Weltkulturen
Museum

Frankfurt,
Germany

0

2

Museum
Volkenkunde

Leiden,
NL

0

1

Royal Tropical
Institute

Amsterdam,
NL

2

0

Haus der Völker

Schwaz,
Austria

4

0

Correspondence of real and carved detail of timber roof construction
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National Museum of Indonesia, Jakarta
Mayasa
type

Height Museum
(cm)
entry
Inv. no.

Published

ornate,
150
with boat

1902
16526

-

for
woman

113

1902
16527

-

ornate

116

1902
16528

Haryati (1993)

ornate,
with bird

131

1902
16529

Haryati (1993)

Pre-museum history
Collector

Year

Location

Gift of the
Dept.
Binnenlands
Bestuur
(domestic
government)

n/a

Buton

16526-16529

From left to right: Mayasa for a man (undecorated, placed at his feet) / a man
(ornate with boat), both from Wakahau / a woman, from Limbo (Elbert 1911)
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Museum für Völkerkunde, Dresden, Germany
Mayasa
type

Height Museum
entry
(cm)
Inv. no.

ornate,
with
boat

183

1993 (all)

ornate

111

71180
71104

100
99

71105
71312

99
94

71313
71315

100

71316

110
106

71317
71318

109

71319

71180

71104

71105

71312

Published

-

71313

Pre-museum history
Collector

Year

Location

Dr. Volker
Schneider,
Zeutern,
Germany

1992

Limbo

1992

Hendeya

71315

71316 71317

71318

71319

Spiritual and anthropomorphic interpretation of Mayasa
28

stylized
dwelling

upperworld human
(heaven)
head

inhabited
pile
middleworld human
dwelling
(life)
body

foundation underworld

legs

Map of the Upperworld of Ngaju Dayak, Borneo:
The soul-ship of the dead must pass from the Middleworld (at the bottom)
through a thirty-one layered firmament, on a route of foggy seas, up to the
domain of Mahatala (god), whose castle is on the upper left
(Schwartzberg 1994).
(Courtesy of the Rautenstrauch-Joest-Museum für Völkerkunde, Köln
Repro: Rheinisches Bildarchiv Köln)
Statue Hampatong, Ngaju Dayak, Borneo, 107 cm
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Weltkulturen Museum, Frankfurt, Germany
Mayasa
type

Height Museum
(cm)
entry
Inv. no.

Published

ornate,
with
boat, for
man *

198

ornate,
with
boat, for
man **

175.5

undecorated,
for man

n/a

1911
Lost
during
ww2

Elbert (1911)

for
woman

n/a

1911
Lost
during
ww2

Elbert (1911)

1911
N.S.14944
1911
N.S.14624

Pre-museum history
Collector

Year

Location

Elbert (1911)
Cipolletti (1989)
Sibeth (2009)
see page 9, 33

Carl
Gründler,
Sunda
expedition

1910

Kombeli

Elbert (1911)
Cipolletti (1989)

Johannes
Elbert,
Sunda
expedition

1910

Wakahau

Johannes
Elbert,
Sunda
expedition

1910

Limbo

see page 27

see page 27

see page 27

″Miassa Grabpfosten″, according to Cipolletti 1989:309
** ″Tanda Kufuran″, according to Cipolletti 1989:309
*

Mayasa for a man, ornate with boat, 198 cm, collected in Kombeli in 1910,
Courtesy of Weltkulturen Museum Frankfurt, inventory no. N.S.14944
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Museum Volkenkunde, Leiden, NL
Mayasa
type

Height Museum
(cm)
entry
Inv. no.

Published

ornate,
with
boat, for
man *

167

see page
35

1916

1926/683

Pre-museum history
Collector

Year

Location

Gift of the
Bataviaasch
Genootschap
van Kunsten en
Wetenschappen *

before
1916

n/a

* The Royal Batavian Society of Arts and Sciences (Dutch: Koninklijk Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen) was a Dutch learned society in Batavia (now
Jakarta, Indonesia). The society was founded in 1778 and assumed its current name in
1910. After Indonesian independence in 1949, it was renamed the Lembaga Kebudajaan
Indonesia (Indonesian Culture Council) in 1950. In 1962, it was handed over to the Indonesian government and became known as Museum Pusat (Central Museum). In 1979,
the museum was renamed the National Museum of Indonesia, Jakarta (Wikipedia).

Mayasa for a man, ornate with boat, 167 cm, collected before 1916,
Courtesy of Museum Volkenkunde, Leiden, NL, inventory no. N.S. 1926/683
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Royal Tropical Institute, Amsterdam, NL
Mayasa
type

Height Museum
(cm)
entry
Inv. no.

Published

ornate,
for man

125

1931

Gortzak, Henk
Jan, et al. (1987)

ornate,
for man

124

1931

671-1

Pre-museum history
Collector

Year

Location

Gift of a
private
person

before Kampong
1931
Boegi

see page 37

671-2

671-1, 671-2

Mayasa for a man, ornate, 124 cm, collected in Kampong Boegi before 1931,
Courtesy of Royal Tropical Institute, Amsterdam, NL, inventory no. 671-2
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Mayasa for a woman, collected in Limbo in 1992, 138 cm (remnants of white
color, more significant Islamic influence if compared to pages 26/27)
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